Ford 5.8 engine problems

The 5. Despite its notoriety for Ford's ability to manufacture it in varying valve configurations -thus the "modular" nickname -- the 5. The most serious problem related to the Ford 5. Located
at the engine's cylinder heads, they are responsible for providing the electric spark to ignite the
vehicle's fuel's mixture. Another significant problem is the failure of the fuel pump driver
module. Such issues can prevent the vehicle from starting, and it is most common with the
F-Series trucks. With some F-Series trucks, Expeditions and Navigators -- particularly those of
the to model years -- the 5. Such problems adversely affect engine processes such as exhaust
gas recirculation, valve operation and air consumption. Additionally, the 5. These components
are instrumental in providing the volts necessary for sparking the spark plugs. In its earliest
F-Series applications, notably the to model years, the 5. As of January , the spark plugs of the 5.
Andy Josiah started writing professionally in He has worked for companies such as CarsDirect
and Rainking. Unique Problems Additionally, the 5. Cost of Repair As of January , the spark
plugs of the 5. Just recently I have started having problems. When I furst start up, it starts and
runs fine, but after I drive to wherever, and turn off the engine, when I attempt to restart, the
engine coughs and sputters, trying to stall out. Once recently, it wouldn't even start at all for a
very long time and several attempts. When finally restarted, the engine misses and sputters for
a period of time, then seems to clear itself and run smoothly. Can you give me any idea of what
is going on, and how to cure it? Do you. Does the check engine light come on at any time? Was
this answer. Yes, the engine light was blinking then steady. But then after a couple of restarts it
goes out. When the check engine light comes on, it means that there is a fault and the PCM has
stored a code or several. If you are able to aquire a scantool to retrieve those codes, then those
codes would be the clues we need to diagnose the problem. Let us know. Please login or
register to post a reply. Easy step by step guide on how to troubleshoot and repair an
automotive engine cylinder misfire P, P, P, P, P, P, P, P and P, though Sponsored links. Ask a
Car Question. It's Free! The Ford 5. It was a popular option all the way from its inception in to ,
in all of its iterations. Today, it is still one of the most alluring options on the used car market,
but before you start searching for the perfect driving mate with a 5. My research included all
versions of the 5. It seems that problems with the ignition system did affect all versions at one
point in time. As it turns out, the 5. Problems emerge when rubberized covers on the coil boot
deteriorate and cause the spark to hit the plug well instead of the plug. It is not unnoticed that
some of the coils can fail internally due to liquid penetration. The problem does not require a
massive investment, as the coils are rather simple to replace at any Ford dealership. Ford
technicians will diagnose the problem, identify misfiring cylinder s , and replace the spark plug
and coil where needed. This problem is typical for the Ford F with a 5. Failure of the fuel pump
driver module usually cuts off the petrol feed to the engine which, of course, causes the engine
to turn off, thus cutting power to all essential systems. In the first place, the problem happens
because the fuel pump driver module is directly attached to the steel frame. As its surface is
exposed to the elements, salt, water, and dirt build up on its aluminum casing and cannot be
washed away as it is in contact with the steel frame. Over time, vibrations, salt, and water do
irreparable damage to the casing and dirt enters the driver module causing short circuits and
making permanent damage to the smart junction box. As the fuel pump driver module is
attached to the frame at the rear end with only two screws, replacing it is a DIY job. After Ford
recognized this problem, they offered a slightly redesigned replacement part which is not in
direct contact with the steel frame. Thus the dirt and salt build-up is evaded. Symptoms of the
damaged fuel pump driver module are as follows:. The engine sounds strange? You can hear a
lot of knocking noises on acceleration, cold startup, or when you let off the throttle. While
causes for such sounds can be numerous, owner experiences have shown that the most likely
reasons can be blown out tensioners, a loose timing chain, and cam phaser breakage. Bear in
mind that cam phasers are part of the Variable Valve Timing system which is an important
component of the 5. Having all these parts working correctly is crucial as all of them affect
moving parts of the engine and, more or less, keep the engine from tearing itself apart. Timing
chain rattles are most noticeable at the very start. So, listen carefully for any unusual rattles
after a cold start. If you can hear rattles, the timing chain may have become loose due to the
blown out tensioner. In this case, the domino effect is more than likely. The loosened timing
chain will rattle like mad and damage plastic timing chain guides. These plastic pieces can
become fully detached from metal surfaces over time thus enabling metal-to-metal contact of
the timing chain and metal carriers guides were attached to. No reason to tell you that this can
damage the timing chain further. Remove them too. This can lead to premature camshaft lobe
wear, more stress on the cam phasers and, in the worst case, physical contact between pistons
valves and other metal pieces. Thus, a full engine inspection should be performed. Regardless,
exactly this happened to some 5. We could even call this problem a common one for the Triton
engines produced prior to Later on, they have the exact opposite problem bear with us for that

one. Blowing a spark plug on the 5. First of all, a blown spark plug will completely strip the
threading of the aluminum head. It was one of the problems related to the first issue the ignition
system problems I mentioned in the article. Interestingly enough, blowing out usually happens
on the passenger side with the spark plugs on the third and fourth cylinder. The problem was so
common that numerous aftermarket specialists did, in fact, provide tools and solutions to drill,
retap, and rethread the spark plug hole in the head. Prior to this, the only viable solution was to
actually replace the head altogether. That is what Ford technicians do advise to this day,
despite the cost involved. It is still a bit of a mystery of why this happens in the first place.
Some can argue that there are not enough threads in the head for the spark plug to grab on to.
Others debate about the problems with over-torquing or under-tightening. Nevertheless, the
problem persists and one buying a vehicle with a 2 valve 5. Ford admitted the issue and even
offered a solution with Lock-N-Stitch thread inserts in the head. They encouraged the
installation of the Lock-N-Stitch thread inserts. However, some reports do suggest that better
results can be achieved with HeliCoil kit. Now, they had begun experiencing problems during
the replacement of the spark plugs. The spark plugs were so secure and so snug in their
housings that upon attempting removal, the spark plug would often snap in half. In the worst
case scenario, spark plug fragments parts of metal or ceramic could end up in the cylinder.
Since, it all has to be removed before starting up the engine, this could translate to a lot of work.
Cars with the 5. Ford introduced an all-new spark plug design with a 2-piece shell for the 5.
FordProblems explains it:. Because the electrode is welded to the bottom part of the shell, it
creates a natural breaking point. You see the problem. The spark plug simply sticks too hard
making it rather difficult to remove. Ford issued some tools for easier removal, but only an
experienced technician with enough time on their hands can be certain of replacing the spark
plugs without breaking them. Engines with Variable Valve Timing VVT have numerous
additional pieces which make possible slight timing adjustments to valve opening and closing
operations on a running engine. This technology is created to provide certain advantages which
benefit both fuel efficiency and maximum HP values. At lower RPMs, for example, it is optimal to
save as much fuel as possible so the cam will be in one position. On the other hand, if more
power is needed, the cam phaser will move the camshaft affecting the position of the cam lobes
and, of course, the speed and timing of the valve opening. Now, on the 5. One may hear a
rattling noise from the front direction of the valve cover. This noise usually points to a
damaged, failed, or destroyed cam phaser which would affect almost all other moving pieces in
the engine. The only reasonable solution is replacement with an all-new unit. Reasons for cam
phaser failure may be related to excessive wear or failure of some sensitive parts of the cam
phaser. Furthermore, as the engine oil pressure is used to rotate the input side, it is crucial to
maintaining the engine as per Ford instructions. It is crucial to inspect the timing chain and all
other related hardware of the engine after cam phaser failure on the 5. The engine oil pan gasket
can develop a leak on the Ford 5. It is not a major issue as it is usually corrected with gasket
replacement. However, on certain Ford F models, the oil may leak on the hot exhaust system
which results in a strong smell of burning oil. Not exactly a pleasant experience. If you have any
doubt of excessive oil consumption, you should first check oil pan for leaks and damage. The
process of replacing the oil pan gasket goes something like this:. Andy Lilienthal is a life-long
automotive enthusiast. He's written for several publications since the early s and has worked in
the automotive aftermarket for over a decade. He enjoys working on cars and trucks, has a thing
for oddball 4WDs and small cars, and loves to travel and camp. Andy lives with his wife,
Mercedes, in Portland, Oregon. Skip to content. The Best of Kia. The Best Of Land Rover. With
its robust design and spacious interior, the Ford F is a great vehicle for transportation and
leisure. With proper maintenance, F models generally give users years of reliable performance.
Over the course of seven decades and more than 13 generations of trucks, Ford is the
automotive choice for millions of drivers. As popular as Ford trucks remain, each model has
had its share of problems, though. Whether the issue is aesthetic or mechanical, it is crucial to
understand these issues so that you can be better prepared for any common maintenance
needs or know what to look for when considering the purchase of a used Ford F For the Ford F,
common problems range from interior mishaps to issues with functional components. Ford F
problems in models also include engine problems. Ford truck transmission problems have
frequently arisen in newer F-Series models. Ford F problems in have prompted a large recall
over a faulty transmission gear indicator. Though intended to enhance the technological
options of the console, the feature has been found unreliable by many owners. Consequently,
vehicle buyers have threatened the automaker with a class-action lawsuit. The litigants claim
the glitchy characteristics of MyFord Touch have disabled certain vital vehicle commands. For
example, complaints have emerged that the prompts of the feature fail to enact the defroster or
rear-view camera on Fs. Other reported problems with the feature include diminished

temperature control and navigation. One of the biggest problems with F-Series trucks has been
a frozen door handle latch issue. In subzero temperatures, the latch will often fail to engage with
the door striker. Consequently, the door might fly open when the truck is in motion. Ford issued
a statement saying they would augment the trucks with water shields over the latches to
remedy the issue. A transmission issue with the Ford F has led to a recall of 15, trucks.
According to the automaker, the speed gear in its trucks is intended to keep the vehicle in the
same gear, regardless of the shift-lever position. Unfortunately, the feature has resulted in
gearshifts that disengage from the transmission and render the vehicle incapable of shifting. In
the worst-case scenario, the shift lever might read the truck as parked while the transmission is
still in motion. Electronic throttle bodies have been a long-reported issue in Ford vehicles. The
ETB transmits sensory data to the throttle valve, which controls the quantity of air that passes
to the engine. Consequently, Ford has told customers to hang tight for durations that could last
weeks. If you must wait for parts, use a secondary vehicle or rental car in the meantime. On
recent F-Series models, drivers have raised complaints about the seat cooling function. In some
trucks, the seat will cool briefly and then the function will fail. Some users have said the
function will work on the base of the seat, but not along the back. According to reports, the
hose that provides airflow to the seats often comes undone. The Platinum has been a frequent
subject of this issue. Common Ford truck problems in F-Series pickup trucks have run the
gamut from digital-system malfunctions to problems with the master cylinder, the ignition coil,
the gaskets and various other components. Early users of the touch-screen feature reported it
would abruptly stop working. Moreover, the commands were variably unresponsive and the
system did not synchronize with smartphones. In , Ford responded to these complaints with a
redesigned user interface meant to enhance the performance of MyFord Touch. Despite these
efforts, complaints about the system have continued with newer models in the F series.
Recurrent complaints about MyFord Touch have described the following performance issues :.
The system has reportedly proven incompatible with portable MP3 players. Once frozen,
MyFord Touch has even failed to reboot in trucks where someone has removed and reinstalled
the battery. MyFord Touch has also been reportedly difficult to use in colder weather. Moreover,
users claim the system is difficult to update. In fact, most users have needed to visit the
dealership for upgrades. Ever since Ford removed buttons from the interface, users have
claimed commands are difficult to input when wearing gloves or with long fingers. Before the
rollout of MyFord Touch, Ford trucks ranked fifth among non-luxury vehicles in customer
satisfaction. Within two years of the introduction of the touchscreen system, the automaker
dropped to 23rd out of 32 brands. Many drivers of Ford Fs have reported that many trucks suffer
from ill-assembled head gaskets, and oil is liable to leak from the passenger side. According to
auto experts, the leaks are the result of overheating, overfilling and the disintegration of gasket
coating. Leaks first become evident by the smell of burnt oil. Owners of the Ford F have most
often reported such leaks after driving the truck at least , miles. While a new head gasket can be
costly, some fix the problem by applying a JB Weld bond to the leaking area. An oil pan gasket
leak can also occur when engine oil accumulates in the exhaust system of a Ford F As with the
head gasket leak, the telltale sign is when the smell of burning oil emits from the engine. A pan
gasket is far more affordable to replace and is a relatively easy DIY task. According to reports
from select owners of the F, they avoided the problem with a periodic tightening of the bolts
around the pan gasket. Generation 12 Fs have been known to run rough when the engine is
idling. The problem is typically the result of sticking exhaust gas recirculation sensors. The
sensors stick due to the accumulation of carbon. Ford experts recommend drivers change the
sensors every , miles. Once a truck has accumulated that many miles, the sensors start to wear
down, which, in turn, can leave the engine unbalanced. If the mass airflow MAF sensor becomes
clogged, the cause will typically be a dirty hot wire. This problem will also cause the engine to
run rough when idling. While it can help to clean the sensor, it is often better to buy a new one.
Replacement valves are generally affordable and can help improve the engine running of an F
Many try to use throttle body cleaner on their MAF sensors and this often does more harm than
good. When excessive gaps appear in the spark plugs, the ignition coils stop working. Without
functioning ignition coils, the engine is liable to misfire. Sparkplug gaps are an inevitable result
of wear. For improved longevity, lubricate the plugs with dielectric grease. This step will prevent
wear of the rubber seal and the possibility of water damage. There is a small tab located on the
lower edge of the moving portion of the window and then another small contact tab on the lower
portion of the fixed window pane. This contact fails, causing the defroster to stop working. If the
truck also has heated sideview mirrors, the heat function will stop working as it is part of the
rear window defroster circuit. Ford has not issued a recall against this defect, and the published
fix is to replace the entire rear window assembly. Ford issued a recall notice on the automatic
transmission in the Fs. Some transmissions in this year range reportedly started downshifting

into second gear without warning. At any speed, but especially at highway, this could be
dangerous. The fix is a simply flash update. This update has been known to cause the gear
indicator numbers, located in the center gauge display, to disappear. These years of Ford F
pickups had a number of reported issues, from spark plugs to airbags to window components.
Up through , the F also had some reported engine problems related to the cam phaser. When it
comes to Ford 4. Likewise, Ford 5. If you attempt to take out the spark plugs in the three-valve
engine of a F, the tips are liable to break off and leave the remainder lodged in the cylinder. The
problem is partially due to the supposedly long service life of the plugs, which are supposed to
last for , miles. The problem with that span is that it places the truck outside its normal
warranty. Ford developed a plug with a two-piece shell that can work well if treated every 30,
miles. However, the plug will not generally last for the ,mile intervals the automaker encourages.
Somewhere inbetween those two mileage intervals, the plugs are liable to bond to the
electrodes. Most problematically, a weld at the bottom of the socket holds the plug down as you
try to pull it out, which is what causes the plug to break. When the head of a spark plug breaks
off, extracting the remainder can be a very difficult process. Even professional mechanics have
trouble accomplishing the task. In models F spark plug problems are among the costliest of
repair expenses associated with the F-Series. During the mids, Ford received a slew of
customer complaints about corroded auto parts on its new models. Corrosion has also been an
issue for fuel tank straps in some trucks. On Heritage edition Fs, corrosion of the fuel-tank
straps led to a recall of the model. The problem was causing tanks to drop off, in addition to
disconnections between the tank and the fuel line. Another issue with mids Fs concerned the
abrupt, undesired deployment of the driver-side airbag. Drivers reported the issue on models of
the truck, and it eventually led to a recall that involved over , trucks. If you look to purchase a
used F, make sure that this recall was addressed. Drivers of and Fs reported a problem
concerning windows. The issue involved the power regulators on door-side windows , which
were failing and causing window panes to drop into the doors or to become stuck or make a
grinding noise. Problems with the cam phaser have also been reported on these Fs. Signs of
this problem typically include sounds that resemble clicks and knocks coming from the engine.
At the time the problem was being reported, Ford dealers allegedly claimed the sounds
indicated nothing problematic about the engine. Consequently, drivers ignored the issue and
engines failed as a result. Some auto experts have advised F drivers to steer clear of the Triton
5. From through , Ford pickup truck models were the subject of numerous complaints
concerning age-old issues such as engine noise, head gasket leaks and window seal leaks.
Most prominent, however, have been the controversies surrounding tank delamination and
spark plug ejection. In models of the Ford F, the most commonly reported problem with the
truck was with ejecting spark plugs. Drivers have put forward several different theories
regarding the cause of this problem. Some auto experts have claimed the plug design was
flawed from the outset, claiming that the cylinder heads that consist of weak, four-thread
aluminum supposedly compounded the problem. Another theory asserts the spark plugs were
too torqued and insufficiently tightened on the production line. As such, the sparks were prone
to vibrate and erode the threads of the aluminum. Once worn, the aluminum would fail to hold
the spark plugs in place. The Ford pickups that are likeliest to blow spark plugs are the F
models. Nonetheless, drivers have also reported the problem in and Fs. In response to the
complaints, Ford initially asserted the issue was the result of users over-torquing replacement
spark plugs. However, F owners were mostly complaining about ejections of the original spark
plugs that came with the vehicle. Ford truck transmission problems were common on F-Series
models of the early and mids. Likewise, Fs from this period and even earlier have had issues
with the alternator belt, ball joints and suspension. On to model Fs, the alternator belt has been
the subject of numerous complaints. A telltale sign of trouble is when the engine makes
chirping or squealing noises. The sounds are an indicator that the pulley for the air conditioner
or the power-steering is askew. Consequently, the engine might flare as you shift the truck into
fourth gear. Drivers have reported this problem most commonly in model Fs. On models,
flare-up issues with the transmission have also been reported. However, the problem occurs
when drivers shift the truck between the second and third gears. On these vehicles, Ford has
attributed the issue to distorted valve plates. On Ford Fs, the ball joints have been particularly
vulnerable to water exposure. If exposed, the ball joints are liable to expire prematurely.
Consequently, you will need to change them out for new ones. Drivers have reported
complaints of hard-starting on model Fs. Ford attributed this issue to faulty harness wiring in
the power control module. Symptoms of the problem include vehicular stalling, hesitation and
failure to start. On and Ford trucks, hard-starting has also been linked to a stuck idle air control
valve. An engine that cranks and stalls or fails to start altogether indicates this problem.
Owners of to Ford trucks have reported problems with the front suspension system. The

problem is due to weak leaf springs along the front of the vehicle. To fix the issue, get newer,
stronger leaf springs. If the truck has twin-axle suspension, cupping is liable to occur with the
front tires. You can remedy the issue with new springs or added leaves. However, some cases
require the change-out of additional replacement parts. In any case, you must get the
suspension properly aligned. Drivers have reported complaints of rear noise on Ford trucks.
The noise resembles a chattering sound and occurs during soft turns after driving the vehicle at
high speeds. The problem is down to one of two causes â€” an insufficient friction modifier or a
faulty Traction-Lok differential. If the rivets are loose on the frame, change out the rivets for
bolts. In , the Ford F with Touch Drive was the subject of a recall. The issue involved the
transfer case, which tended to fall out of high gear when the vehicle was coasting. Another
issue from the same year involved Fords with dual fuel tanks, which were recalled due to
system issues. The problem stemmed from the regulator, which could wear prematurely and
lead to high-system fuel pressure. On Ford F and F and F models with speed control systems,
internal leaking was linked to the deactivation switch. Ford attributed instances of overheating
to the problem, which could potentially cause fires. The issue involved improper airbag
deployment. According to some reports, the airbag and warning light would regularly
malfunction. Alternately, the airbag would deploy if someone slammed the passenger door at
the same time the driver started the ignition. Ford has developed its trucks over the last seven
decades through with amazing advancements in engineering, technology and manufacturing.
Between the late s and mids, the automaker progressed through seven generations of the
F-Series that resulted in the development of the Ford F that we know today. In , Ford made
numerous revisions in the series, including altered cabs, fenders, grilles and hoods. Moreover,
engineers enlarged the dashboard for improved viewing access. The model was rated
horsepower. In , Ford unveiled its second generation of models in the F-Series. The trucks now
had longer hoods and grille bars. Ford also redesigned the cabs with larger windows. The F-1
series was now suffixed with two extra digits. Fs now offered automatic transmission. In , Ford
replaced the flathead V-8 engine in its trucks with the overhead-valve V-8 the automaker had
used in its cars for two years running. From this year forward, automatic transmission was
extended to trucks in the F and F lines. In , Ford changed the upper bar of the grille from vertical
to V-shaped. Fs were also now equipped with power brakes. The following year, the automaker
introduced wraparound windshields and redesigned dashboards to the F-Series. In , Ford
unveiled its third-generation F-Series, which featured a more modern look. Trucks in the series
now included wider cabs and hoods with flush-mount fenders. Engines were now rated
horsepower. In , Ford redesigned its trucks to incorporate quad headlights. This move was
accompanied by the introduction of the Super Duty model of trucks that featured engines with
cubic inches. In , the eight-foot bed started gaining on the six-and-a-half-foot bed in Ford trucks.
Also, the Flareside bed was now being eclipsed by the smoother Styleside. In , Ford produced
Fs with Flareside, Styleside and cab-integrated Styleside bed designs, the last of which
promptly got discontinued. Starting in , the automaker designed F-Series trucks to
accommodate air conditioners. The following year, they unveiled coil-spring front suspension.
Ford restyled its trucks yet again in , when the automaker unveiled its fifth generation of the
F-Series. In , a law passed that required automakers to incorporate side reflectors or side lights
on all cars and trucks. Ford altered its hood emblems to accommodate side reflectors. In , Ford
introduced engines of and cubic inches. They also made changes to F-Series armrests, door
handles, heat controls and window levers. On the bottom bedside panels, Ford added marker
reflectors to bring the trucks up to date with federal regulations. Over the next two years, the
automaker altered its trim on the F-Series. Brighter, colorful upholstery was a hallmark of Ford
models. The grille on newer models contained dual metallic inserts split with an aluminum bar.
In , Ford gave its F-Series trucks added dimension in the cab. With 22 extra inches in length, the
trucks could now feature side-facing jump seats. In , Ford added a new model to the F-Series
â€” the F Between the F and F, the new model featured midway payload capacity. From this
point onward, body panels used galvanized sheet metal to prevent rust. Newer models featured
rectangular headlamps, while the grilles were available in chrome or black. The s began with
F-Series models that featured independent front suspension with Styleside and Flareside beds.
In , Ford introduced an optional downsized V-8 engine â€” cubic inches â€” as part of a drive to
boost fuel economy. During the early s, the F-Series gained on the car as a popular passenger
vehicle, which was due in part to regulations that effectively banished high-performance cars. In
, Ford discontinued its F line because it failed to meet newly revised emission standards. In ,
Ford unveiled its fuel-injected 5. Classic F-Series models from the s to s can require minor to
major overhauls to function as a daily driver. In general, a Ford truck restoration will require
several of the following components:. To restore a classic Ford pickup truck, you will need to
assess its current condition. Some of the first areas to inspect should include the carburetor,

the radiator, the spark plugs and the ignition coil. Look for signs of leaking or mixed engine
fluids. For example, if you see antifreeze in the oil, chances are there is a crack in the engine
block. Other things to check include the brake pedals, clutch and gearshift. The paint job on a
long-dormant Ford is liable to be cracked and the body panels possibly rusted in spots. Before
you can repaint the vehicle, go over the body panels with a sandblaster to prime the truck for a
fresh paint job. The new paint job should be the final step in the restoration after you have
restored all the engine parts. In the meantime, a sandblast will prevent the panels from
re-rusting. To prevent sand mist from harming other parts of the truck, remove or completely
wrap the drive train and cover any engine parts that might otherwise be vulnerable. After you
sandblast the truck, prepare the restoration of the engine and transmission. At a minimum you
will need a rebuild kit. If the engine is stuck you may need a new block. For a classic Ford
pickup, an inline six motor would be one of the more authentic options. You might need to have
the motor bored and cleaned at an auto repair shop. Inspect the brakes. If nobody has driven
the truck in 20 years or more, you are liable to find corrosion along the brake lines. Moreover,
the drums and wheel cylinders are bound to be worn. Replace the wheel cylinders at a minimum
and the entire brake system if necessary. Other parts you might need to replace could include
the radiator, the gas tank and the motor mounts. With the color of your choice, apply a new coat
of paint to the entire vehicle. If you do not have tools and experience to do this well, have a
professional do it. You will be glad you did. Now that you have the paint job complete,
reassemble the vehicle. Put the engine, drive shaft and transmission into place. Other parts to
replace at this time would include the lights, windows, weatherstripping and tires. If necessary,
reupholster the interior in whichever color or pattern you prefer. Add new carpeting and interior
touches. Whether you wish to restore a classic truck or repair a more recent model, our catalog
is the first place to look. We sell hundreds of parts for F, F and F models from each model year
range in the history of the F-Series. We specialize in aftermarket replacement parts that allow
lovers of vintage F-Series models to restore their trucks to like-new condition. We also serve as
an alternative to the OEM market for replacement parts on newer Ford trucks. Click over to our
catalog to see our inventory. Hi Valerie. What portion of the truck are you referring to? It sounds
like it might be the wheel opening flares on the bed. If that is the case, then you are looking for
wheel arch replacement panels. Your email address will not be published. Due to shipper and
supplier delays, your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience. Search
Articles:. Frozen Handle Truck Recall One of the biggest problems with F-Series trucks has
been a frozen door handle latch issue. The door has also been known to freeze shut and lock
the driver inside. Gearshift Recall A transmission issue with the Ford F has led to a recall of 15,
trucks. Electronic Throttle Body Malfunction Electronic throttle bodies have been a
long-reported issue in Ford vehicles. Seat Cooling Issue On recent F-Series models, drivers
have raised complaints about the seat cooling function. Recurrent complaints about MyFord
Touch have described the following performance issues : The screen fails to return once it goes
into energy-saving mode. The sync system freezes and remains inoperable once the driver has
shut the truck off. The rear-view camera shuts off when the truck is in reverse. Passenger Side
Head Gasket Leak Many drivers of Ford Fs have reported that many trucks suffer from
ill-assembled head gaskets, and oil is liable to leak from the passenger side. Rough-Running
Engine Generation 12 Fs have been known to run rough when the engine is idling. Ignition Coil
Failure When excessive gaps appear in the spark plugs, the ignition coils stop working.
Transmission Shifting Problems Ford issued a recall notice on the automatic transmission in
the Fs. Aluminum Hood Corrosion on Ford Hoods During the mids, Ford received a slew of
customer complaints about corroded auto parts on its new models. Airbag Deployment Issues
Another issue with mids Fs concerned the abrupt, undesired deployment of the driver-side
airbag. Window Component Failure Drivers of and Fs reported a problem concerning windows.
Spark Plug Ejection In models of the Ford F, the most commonly reported problem with the
truck was with ejecting spark plugs. Alternator Belt On to model Fs, the alternator belt has been
the subject of numerous complaints. Ball Joints On Ford Fs, the ball joints have been
particularly vulnerable to water exposure. Hard Starting Drivers have reported complaints of
hard-starting on model Fs. Suspension Problems Owners of to Ford trucks have reported
problems with the front suspension system. Vehicle Noise Drivers have reported complaints of
rear noise on Ford trucks. Further alterations came on the model, which had a six-cylinder
engine with horsepower. In general, a Ford truck restoration will require several of the following
components: New engine Transmission Brakes Suspension Upholstery Interior parts Quarter
panels Truck beds Window seals Hoods To restore a classic Ford pickup truck, you will need to
assess its current condition. Sandblast the Body The paint job on a long-dormant Ford is liable
to be cracked and the body panels possibly rusted in spots. Prepare the Engine Components
and Other Structural Components After you sandblast the truck, prepare the restoration of the

engine and transmission. Check the shocks and leaf springs to see whether they are intact or
need replacing. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. There are
at least eight mass-produced engines in vehicles on the market today that have caused owners
a lot of anguish. Leave it to a traveling salesman to come up with an innovation that would
irrevocably shape the 20th century. His working model demonstrated that a four-stroke design
could work reliably in an engine compact enough to power a motorcycle and, eventually, an
automobile. Some years of development and refinement have made our contemporary engines
technological marvels â€” but mistakes can happen. There are at least eight mass-produced
engines today that have caused owners a lot of anguish, according to their grievance reports on
the Internet. Old Nikolaus would not have put his name to this lot. The small but powerful 2.
Eventually, the engine would seize due to oil starvation. The resulting chocolate milk mixture is
a sure sign of exorbitant bills to come. Chrysler made some design changes in later engines,
but anyone with this lump under their hood should monitor oil level frequently and perform oil
changes religiously. The 1. Models from to are affected â€” essentially any car wearing the 1.
Many experts disagree, suggesting a defect in the breathing or circulation system is the likely
culprit. After , Toyota made some improvements that appeared to solve the problem. Toyota
settled a class-action lawsuit in that covered an estimated 2. The automaker agreed to repair
sludged engines for up to eight years after leaving the factory. The result was a seized engine.
The defect affected numerous GM models made between and GM eventually caved in to the
lawsuits and announced a settlement that specified the replacement of the lower intake gasket
within seven years or , miles of the date of initial delivery. Technicians have noted that once the
faulty gasket is replaced with a steel carrier-type gasket, these engines can rack up , km and
more with no problems. But orange Dex-Cool has been blamed for other costly repairs,
including corroded cooling-system components. Saab has extended warranties on its turbo
engines made from to due to a nasty oil sludge problem. The poorly thought-out service
recommendation for 16,km oil changes, using conventional motor oil or semi-synthetics, has
ruined many four-cylinder Saab motors. Sludge and coke carbon buildup on the very fine oil
pickup screen in the oil sump can starve the engine of oil, resulting in complete engine failure.
Experts suggest this may be due to the catalytic converter being mounted below the sump,
cooking the oil at high temperature. Currently, Saab recommends removal of the sump and
doing a complete cleaning. The ceramic material gets sucked back into the motor, causing
increased oil and coolant consumption and, eventually, engine self-annihilation. Then came
word Altimas and Sentra SE-Rs equipped with the same engine built between January and May
may experience unusually high oil consumption. This can lead to premature engine failure and
possibly a fire. Owners of any 2. This motor also reportedly loves to ingest the screws from the
butterfly valves in the intake runners, another hazard that can score the cylinder walls.
Two-valve 4. Owners have reported spark plugs blowing out of their engines and, in one
instance, right through the hood! Ford acknowledges this issue in TSB Reportedly, the 5. The
opposite problem may also appear. Found in many models with the same size engines but with
three valves per cylinder , a unique spark plug design with a two-piece shell has been known to
separate, leaving the lower portion stuck deep in the motor. Ford distribu
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tes special tools for removing the seized plugs. Repairs can be surprisingly expensive â€” and
frustrating. It has a voracious appetite for motor oil; and RX-8s, along with some s, may sustain
damage to the catalytic converter due to oil migrating downstream. Felix Wankel, and not Otto,
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